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Increasing Financial Wealth through Health and Meditation
Do you ever get the feeling that you could be gaining so much more wealth - if only you
knew how?
Have you ever felt...
 Stretched beyond capacity trying to balance home, job, and kids?
 Scared about financial security of your future?
 Angry at having less money than you deserve?
 Discouraged about missing out on a better life?
 Out of shape, overweight, and out of motivation to improve your physical health?
This interactive workshop is designed for those of you have one or more of these
problems. This workshop will help you if you know that you could be doing so much
better, and are confused as to why you haven't achieved more.
Dr. CJ Rhoads will share her story of going from the depths of poverty, injury, and pain
to a mountaintop of riches and physical well-being. The lessons CJ shares can apply
directly to your own life. Wouldn't you like some guidance on figuring out the best way
to accomplish everything you always hoped for?
Listen to what some people say about her workshops and contributions to their lives:
When CJ began her talk, people literally stopped in their tracks as they listened to her
points. Mike McCarthy
CJ has a way of connecting with her audience and her enthusiasm is contagious. What
an inspiring morning! Carol Hovis
CJ's good humor and teaching skills are unique in her field. Her manner of
communicating, backed by her extensive knowledge, is the highlight of her services.
Conrad Karlson

Bio
Dr. CJ Rhoads, M.Ed., Ed.D. is a highly sought-after guru, speaker, and author on business
strategy, personal development, and technology. Rhoads is the founder of ETM Associates, Inc.,
an enterprise, technology, & management consulting firm (ETMAssociates.com). In addition to
a varied career as both entrepreneur and corporate executive, she's widely published with several
books and hundreds of articles. She's also an Associate Professor in the College of Business at
Kutztown University. She can be reached at CJRhoads@ETMAssociates.com
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